Minutes of Meeting

Project

Real-time Bridge Monitoring

Date
Start-end time

Responsible

Marko Br čć
i

Attended by
Andrea Bottoli
Dzana Kujan
Lorenzo Pagliari
Marko Br čć
i
Miraldi Fifo
Nikola Radisavljevic
Jörn Tillmanns

Location / type

Location

02.12.13
07:00:00 PM –
08:11:00 PM
Skype / Hangouts
IT-SWE-CRO

Remarks

Milano
Västerås
Milano
Zagreb
Västerås
Västerås
Västerås

1. Database
Final changes to database need to be made. We discussed about final requirements and that we should make the
final according changes in the database. The changes should be made with the data and also we should think
about performance and create indexes for some tables if needed.
ACTION: Jorn to make the changes in the db

2. Math engine status
We talked about the status of the math engine also
CONCLUSION: Lorenzo is so close to finishing the math engine. He needs to be provided with the DAO layers so
he can insert the data in the database
ACTION: Lorenzo should continue working on the math engine and finish it, while Marko should make
final changes in the DAO layer for the calculated data

3. 2nd status report presentation
Andrea and Dzana need to finish the presentation that they will present on Thursday, 5.12.2013.
CONCLUSION: Andrea and Dzana should finish the presentation so they can send it to the supervisors

4. Time of meeting changed again
Since we lost one team member who was one of the main reasons why we changed the time of meeting to 18:30,
we returned the time of meeting back to 19:00
CONCLUSION: We agreed that we will put meetings to the previous time.
ACTION: According changes need to be made in team policy documentation and on in the Google calendar
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5. Testing part and documentation
Miraldi made a sketch of Testing document and Andrea revised it also. We should improve the testing process in
our project.
CONCLUSION: Miraldi will continue to work on JUnit test classes. Dzana will join him.

6. Design and presentation layer
We should improve the design and start to work on the upper layers of our system.
CONCLUSION: Nikola and Dzana, and later others will join them, in making more pages that we can later show
on beta prototype and final presentation.
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